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Schaeffer Selects Leads
For Dramatic Production
Three leads in Robinson Players first production, "Witness
for the Prosecution," have been announced by Prof. Lavinia
M. Schaeffer.
Regina Abbiati will play Romaine, John Lovejoy will be Sir
Wilfred, and Leonard Vole will
be characterized by Kenneth
Harris in the Agatha Christie
drama. These are the longer
roles in the play.
Announce Remainder In Future
The remainder of the cast will
not be announced for some time.
The entire cast will be listed on
the Little Theater bulletin board
in Hathorn Hall.
Professor Schaeffer will direct
the play, assisted by Kenneth
Parker.
Season tickets are on sale now.
The earliest purchasers will get
the best choice of seats as well
as save money.

StucCent
By Subscription

Senior Women Plan
Parents' Day Events

Be Prepared!

Parents Participate In Activities
During Typical Bates Weekend

The senior women have set Plan Evening Entertainment
Saturday as Parents' Day. The
The girls will take their parday's entertainment has been ents to dinner at a nearby resplanned to give parents an op- taurant, and then entertain them
portunity to meet each other and other guests for the evening
and members of the faculty and at Rand. Dr. Walter Lawrance
to spend a day on campus.
has been asked to show slides
Invitations have been mailed taken on his sabbatical leave.
to all of the parents. UnfortuA medley of songs will be prenately, only a portion will be sented by the Roommates, a voable to attend.
Guests are cal group consisting of Calvin
expected to arrive in time for Wilson, Clifford Lawrence, and
lunch at Rand.
Howard Walen.
Attend Game And Coffee
Plan Future Programs
Each woman will be presented
Those assisting Anne Ridley,
with flowers to wear at the Wor- chairman of the event, are Mary
cester-Bates game. A section will Hudson and Susan Rayner, inbe roped off so they can sit to- vitations; Joanne Trogler and
gether.
Barbara Stetson, flowers; and
Nancy Waterman has planned Ruth Melzard, entertainment.
Maynard Whitehouse receives Asian flu shot from Dr. RuThe program was started last
dolph Haas, college physician.
(Photo by Blunda) a coffee at the Women's Union
after the game. Several faculty year. It is hoped that next year
members and their wives are ex- it will become a class event and
pected to attend.
include the men's parents.

Interest Groups Meet
Getting underway this week,
are the Robinson Players interest
groups. All interested persons
may sign up for instruction in
lighting, makeup, costumes,
scenery design, or properties.
The sign-up lists are on the
Cranston High School, Crans- point average of 3.607. It was
bulletin board in the Little
Theatre. Anyone interested in ton, R. I., won first place for the represented by Richard Pierce,
assistant directing or prompting President's Award for the year '57, Elaine Hanson, '60, and NanBy Phil Gushee
should contact Professor Schaef- 1956-57, President Charles F. ! cy Waterman, '58.
Although
not yet on an epiSecond
place
went
to
Cony
fer as soon as possible.
Phillips has announced.
' High School, Augusta, with a demic scale, attacks of the flu
The award is given annually 3.461 contributed by Orrin Blais- have been making noticeable into high schools or preparatory dell, '57, Betty Drum, '59, and roads on the Bates College stuschools whose top three gradu- Mary-Louise Shaw, '59.
dent population.
Seniors are reminded to
ates at Bates attain the highest Edward Little Places Third
The infection has been far
report promptly for their
combined general average durEdward Little High School, more prevalent among the male
Mirror picture appointments.
ing the academic year. Ninety- Auburn, placed third with a students than it has with the
Anyone unable to keep an
three schools were eligible.
combined average of 3.413. Those women, infirmary statistics indiappointment should cancel it
Cranston Achieves 3.607
responsible were Janice Tufts, cate. Between 25 and 30 actual
immediately and arrange for
Out of a possible 4-point, '57, Dorothy Schoppe, '59, and cases of boys infected with the
a new one.
Cranston achieved a combined Joseph Gibbs, '58.
virus have been reported so far,
while the number of girls is
about half this figure.
Affects More Students
At present approximately 15 per
cent of the student body has been
affected. This percentage is
changing, however, as each day
The Rev. Donald Harrington, Federalists and pastor of the Mr. Harrington accepted the pas- sees five or ten more students represident of the United World Community Church of New
torate of the People's Liberal port to the College Infirmary
York, will be the guest speaker Church of Chicago. While there with flu symptoms.
at the Friday morning Chapel he also participated in Civil DeThe exact type of flu which
assembly.
fense, YMCA, and community has hit the campus is as yet undetermined. Because of the curA graduate of the University projects.
Figures released by the Regis- of Chicago, Mr. Harrington reHe became the junior colleague rent nation-wide epidemic of
trar's Office show a total of 845 ceived his B.D. degree from of the Rev. John Haynes Holmes Asian flu, it is often assumed that
students enrolled at Bates this Meadville Theological School of at the Community Church of this is the variety now prevalent
year for full course schedules Chicago in 1938. While in theol- New York in 1944 and has served at Bates.
and eight special students, each ogical training he served as min- since 1949 as minister of that Questions Flu Type
carrying less than a full course ister of the First Unitarian church.
Both Dorothy H. Abbott, nurse
load.
Church of Hobart, Ind.
Heads Federalist Movement
at the infirmary, and Dr. Rudolph
This is a drop of ten from last
He is presently chairman of Haas, college physician, emphayear's enrollment of 855 at the Studies In Europe
the Workers' Defense League size the fact that this is not the
In 1938 Mr. Harrington was
beginning of first semester.
and of the American Committee case.
awarded the Cruft Travelling
List By Classes
It is impossible to classify this
on Africa and is treasurer of the
The class of 1958 presently has Fellowship. Under this program World Movement for World Fed- infection as Asian flu, stated Miss
171 members, 101 men and 70 he studied at the University of eral Government. He was elected Abbott. "It is, however, an upper
women. There are 176 juniors, 98 Leyden in Holland, and travelled vice president of the United respiratory infection similar to
men and 78 women. The class of through most of Europe.
World Federalists in 1954 and is that of the Asian influenza."
1960 has dropped from an enrollIn the spring of 1939 he mar- now on a speaking tour as its Denies Epidemic
ment of 290 last year to 249, 138 ried the Rev. Vilma Szantho, newly elected president.
Although Dr. Haas stated that
men and 111 women. The fresh- first woman to be ordained into
Mr. Harrington will be avail- the present situation on campus
man class also has 249 members, the ministry in Central Europe. able to answer students' ques- "has the earmarks of the begin140 men and 109 women.
Upon his return from Europe tions following his chapel speech. ning of an epidemic," he stressed

Rhode Island School Cops
President's '56-57Award Haas Emphasizes Caution
In Current Spread Of Flu

Seniors

World Federationist Addresses
Student Body In Friday Chapel
845 Students Enroll
For First Semester

that "there is no cause for
alarm."
He felt that it was much too
early to judge the size of the outbreak. In a similar case last
spring, over 100 students reported flu symptoms in one week.
A week later, there was no sign
of the flu.
Notes Similar Symptoms
Dr. Haas also commented that
"Asian flu is no more dangerous
than any other flu. The symptoms are all the same and it is
almost impossible to tell the difference."
In an effort to be prepared for
any emergency, Dr. Haas is
meeting with members of the administration to formulate plans
in the event of a real epidemic.
Continues Inoculations
In the meantime, inoculation
of both students and faculty in
(Continued on page two)

Chest X-Rays
Through the courtesy of
the Division of Tuberculosis
Control of the Stale of
Maine.
Department of
Health and Welfare. Bates
juniors, freshmen, and all
new students are scheduled
for required free chest xrays Monday. October 14.
Appointment cards are being sent out this week, and
Chapel will be omitted Monday.
Appointments will run from
8:30 a.m. until noon, with a
half-hour break during the
morning, and they will continue into the afternoon.
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Phillips Announces'57-58 Clergymen Hold The Brave Bulls' Initiates
Television CA Film Series On Friday
Travelli Leadership Grants Radio
Conference Here
Fourteen students will be receiving the Charles Irwin Travelli Scholarships for the 195758 academic year,
President
Charles F. Phillips has announced.

scholarships are awarded by the
Today Bates College is host
trustees of the Charles Irwin
Travelli Fund of Boston, to a to the Communications Consmall group of carefully selected ference of the Maine Council of
men who daily demonstrate the Churches.
personal qualities upon which a
The conference is intended to
In announcing these awards, sound and enduring citizenship help acquaint Maine clergymen
The Christian Association has
with the proper relationship bePresident Phillips stated, "These must be built."
tween religion and radio-tele- planned an open house from 7 to
Recognises Leadership
9 p.m. Tuesday, in the Chase
"'In particular, candidates must vision communications.
Hall Ballroom.
present
substantial character, Include Four Guests
strong scholarship, and recogThe event has been designed
The featured guests include
nized leadership in extra-curric- the Rev. Joseph E. Porter, to give those freshmen and upular activities that contribute to the radio-TV director for the perclassmen interested in being
On Sunday, October 13, the the interests of the college as a Massachusetts Council of Church- active members of CA a picture
Outing Club will sponsor the whole."
es; the Rev. S. Blake Ellis, South of the various commissions.
last mountain climb of the seaThose named for the award Eliot Methodist Church.
View Displays
son. Their destination will be were Willard Callender Jr., John
Also
Ray
Mercier,
station
Background music will help
Mount Baldfac? in New Hamp- Douglas Jr., Frederick Drayton,
shire.
John Flynn, James Geanakos, manager for WCSH radio in create an informal atmosphere of
Portland, and John T. Madigan, browsing and chatting. Class
The climb will entail approxi- Robert Graves, William Hayes, program director for WMTW-TV wear will be appropriate for the
mately nine miles of hiking. Wayne Kane, and Henry Keig- in Poland Springs.
event.
win.
However, extensive experience is
Tables will feature displays
Also among the three seniors, Discuss Programming
not necessary for participation in
showing
the work of each comfive
juniors,
and
six
sophomores
This morning's sessions disthe climb.
selected were John Liljestrand, cussed the radio-TV stations' mission. Cabinet members will
The total cost of the climb will Willard Martin Jr.. Rudolph view of religious programming. also be on hand to tell about the
be $1.50 per person. Free lunch- Smith Jr., Thomas Vail Jr., and This afternoon discussion groups different areas of work. Interest
es will be provided by the James Wylie Jr.
will cover program ideas, script inventories will be available for
school.
writing and planning for special those who would like to indicate
preference.
events.
Buses will leave from in front

Cabinet Designs
Reception; Lists
Work Areas

OC Schedules Trip
To Mount Baldface
For Season's Finale

of Rand Hall at 8:30 a.m. to
transport the climbers to the
foot of Baldface. The climbers
will return later Sunday evening.

Chairmen Note
Success Of CA Frosh Show Way
Rental Program To Wreck Tech
The Christian Association Art
Show, held from 3 to 5:30 p. m. At Friday's Rally
Friday at the Women's Union,

The movie "The Brave Bulls,"
the first in the Christian Association film series, will be presented at 7 and 9 p.m. Friday
evening in the Filene Room,
Pettigrew Hall.
Stars Ferrer
"The Brave Bulls" is based on
the novel by Tom Lea. It is the
story of Mexico's most adored
torreador, who in reality is a
timid, disillusioned man, afraid
that he has lost his courage.
The part is portrayed by Mel
Ferrer. Supporting Ferrer are
Miroslava and Anthony Quinn.
Includes Action Scenes
Included in the film are a
number of scenes in the ring,
full of action and excitement.
The photography was done by
James Wong Howe, who has
also photographed such films as
"Rose Tattoo" and "Picnic."
Robert Rossen is the producerdirector.

Cummins Announces
Service Exams For
Government Jobs

Serve Refreshments
The office of Guidance and
Refreshments will be served
Placement announces the Forduring the evening.
Students are free to drop in eign Service examination will be
given on December 9, 1957.
and leave when they please.
Officers of the Foreign Service will visit various college
campuses to interview prospecToday
The freshmen will be sponsorwas a great success, according to
tive candidates. Closing date for
WAA Canoe Instruction, 1:30- Barbara Jones and Janice Mar- ing their first campus activity
Judson Fellowship will meet filing applications is October 28,
4:30 p. m., Cobboseecontee geson, co-chairmen.
with their "Wreck Tech" rally at 6 p. m. Sunday at 336 College 1957.
Stream
Friday
night.
St. for a supper meeting. FolMany students viewed the reMaine Council of Churches productions displayed, and enA parade of band, cheerlead- lowing the meal there will be a Trainee Programs
Civil Service examinations for
Conference, 9 a. m. - 3 p. m., joyed the punch and cookies ers, and students will start down discussion of "The Changing
student
trainee programs in varChase HaU
contributed by the CA Campus Frye Street at 7:15 p. m. proceed- Values of College Students" led ious fields will be held in the
CA Vespers, 9:15-9:45 p.m., Service Commission.
ing to the practice football field by Earle Atwater and Eunice
near future.
Chapel
for the rally at 7r30 in prepara- Dietz.
Rent Paintings
The most significant change is
Tomorrow
Meeting at 7:30 p.m. the
tion for the Worcester Polytechthat
students may now take the
Several people signed up for nic Institute game Saturday.
WAA Canoe Instruction, 1:30Christian Science Club will hold
examination
during their junior
each painting. Two of the most
4:30 p. m., Cobboseecontee
a testimonial meeting at the
Promise Innovation
Friday
popular were "Starry Night," by
Christian Science Church on year in college. Further informaBill Small, as master of cere- College Street.
tion may be obtained at the
CA Movie, 7 and 9 p. m., Filene Van Gogh, and "Breezing Up,"
Guidance office.
monies, promises that the freshby Homer.
Room, Pettigrew Hall
Plan Meetings
men
will
present
something
new
Seek Office Assistant
Bates students will have anFreshman Football Rally, 7:30
Wesley Club will meet at 7
and
"entirely
different
on
the
There is a position open as ofother
chance
to
rent
their
favorp. m., Practice Football Field
Saturday
ite paintings at the beginning of Bates campus." He indicates that p.m. at the Hobby Shoppe for fice assistant at the Frontier
the co-captains will speak as their program at the Calvary Nursing Service in Kentucky.
next semester.
Senior Parents' Day
well as there being some skits Methodist Church.
Interested seniors should write
Bates-Worcester Game, 2 p. m.,
presented.
A hymn sing with a review of Miss Agnes Lewis. Executive
Garcelon Field
some of the more outstanding Secretary, Frontier Nursing SerSunday
hymns is planned. Leaders will vice, Wendover, Leslie County,
OC Mountain Climb. Baldface
be Elaine Hanson, Peter Bertocci,
Monday
and Dwight Haynes.
(Continued from page one)
Chest X-rays, 8:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
The Hillel Club will hold its
the fight against Asian flu conTuesday
first
supper meeting at 5:30 p.m.
tinues.
The
Asian
strain
vaccine
CA Open House, 7-9 p.m.,
At the Stu-C meeting last
in the Jewish Community Cenknown
as
"Virus
A"
has
been
adChase Hall
Wednesday evening the possibilter. A speaker is planned for the
Wednesday, October 16
ity was raised of organizing a ministered to nearly 200 people evening program.
CA Vespers, 9:15-9:45 p.m., parents' day for the senior men on campus, and the inoculation
IT'S
process is continuing daily.
Chapel
contact with the virus and
to be run in conjunction with
Although these shots are not spread it across the campus.
Thursday, October 17
the annual senior women's day
Fall Conference, Senator Mar- now held on the Bates campus effective for at least two weeks
The flu usually runs its course
after injection, it is felt that they in less than a week. Its sympgaret Chase Smith, 8 p.m., every fall.
Sabattus Street
Chapel
Since there is so little time, will stop any impending epi- toms are high temperature, achdemic.
Saturday, October 19
however, before this year's paring muscles, sore throat, cough
Wo Serve The Best
Bates-Middlebury Game, away ents' day, the idea was tabled Quarantines Infirmary
and headache.
At this point, the most imWAA High School Play Day
until early next fall.
portant objective of the infirmFreshman Work Project Day, Open Chase Hall
ary is to stop the spread of the
1-5 p. m.
The Council then decided to infection. Towards this end the
Tuesday, October 22
NOW PLAYING
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Christian Science Lecture, 4 ask Bursar Norman E. Ross to infirmary has been quarantined
p.m., Filene Room, Petti- open Chase Hall for the World so that visitors will not come in
Series game last Sunday.
grew Hall
SAL MINEO
FRANK
The rest of the meeting was
CA Freshman Discussions, 6:30JAMES
WHITMORE
devoted
to
handling
freshman
10 p. m.
SOPHIA IPREIV
rules violations. In regard to Wednesday - Thursday
. -STANLEY KRAMERS
Gina Lollabridga
this Stu-C reminds students that
MONUMENTAL FILMING OF
"LOVE AND JEALOUSY"
ROBERT
VAUGHN
beanies and name tags must be
Julie Harris - Shelley Winters
MERRY ANDERS
VRXDE
"I AM A CAMERA"
worn downtown and if either a
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.—
Friday
name tag or beanie is lost an- Friday - Saturday
other should be improvised as Glenn Ford - William Holden
The Rev. Donald Harrington
" TEXAS"
SUN . - MON. - TUES.
Monday
soon as possible.
Phil Carey - Betty Garret
No chapel
Introduce New Member
"SHADOW ON THE WINDOW"
Wednesday
JANE RUSSELL
Ben" Mazza introduced Bruce Sunday - Monday - Tuesday
ft
BOtfl Ctntury.ro> P'«Hnti
tfc&\
RALPH MEEKER
The Rev. Peter MacLean, Trin- Johnson as the new off-campus
Pat Boone - Terry Moore
"BERNADINE"
ity Episcopal Church. Lewis- representative to replace James
Scott Brady - Mala Powers
ton
Parker.
"STORMRIDER"
JOHN PAYNE

Calendar

Stu-C Considers
Parents' Day For
Seniors At Bates

Retire** TUtcA

Flu Situation

After We
Trounce Tech

COOPER'S

STRAND

EMPIRE

The Young Don't Cry

Ritz Theatre

No Time To Be Young

Chapel Schedule

k

SirMteA

■4

"THE

Fuzzy Pink Night
Gown
Hidden Fear

p-

and

I" ■ ■ ■
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Frosh Try Out For Places Stu-G Discusses Wright Traces History Of
Hours At
On Bates Debating Squad Later
Women's Union Modern Languages In US

The Bates debating teams now
are in their final formative
stages; the varsity teams are being picked this week, and the
final tryouts for the freshman
squad will take place Monday,
October 21.
Preliminary tryouts for freshmen have been held, and 12
students have been selected to
participate in the finals.

Songsters Gather At
Plateau For Original
Outing Club Song Fest
Approximately one hundred
students attended the Outing
Club Song Fest held last Saturday night at the plateau above
Thorncrag Cabin. The songsters,
under the direction of William
Huckabee, sang a varied selection of music.
The
group sang several
rounds of both old favorites and
westerns to the accompaniment
of Henry Morozumi and Paul
Burnham on guitars and Harry
Baily on banjo.
Attend Record Hop
Leaving the plateau shortly
before 9 p. m., many of the students returned to campus in
time to attend the record hop at
Chase Hall.
Dr. Peter P. Jonitis and Dr.
Theodore P. Wright Jr., were the
chaperones for the evening socials.
Plan Future Program
Damon Dustin, OC president,
announced at the close of the
singing that another song fest
will be held later on in the season.

Discussing the affirmative on
the national labor topic are
Beverly Jacobson, Neil Newman, Robert Viles, Jo-Anita
Sawyer, Harold Smith, and
Mary Stafford.
Representing t h e negative
side are Ronald Burke, Marjorie Sanborn, Jack Simmons,
Ina Hawley, Richard Mayo, and
John Marino.
Schedule Slate Tourneys
The first debate for freshmen
will be at Bowdoin November
14, a tournament to which all
Maine colleges are invited. A
second debate will take place
later in November.

Letter To The Editor
To the Editor:
In the September 25 issue of
the Bates STUDENT there was
an article which discussed the
comparative merits of foreign
and domestic records.
One record, a domestic version of Tchaikovsky's "1812
Overture" was cited as an example of the inferiority of
American records due to 16 live
cannon blasts augmenting bass
drums at various points in the
score.
Score Includes Blast
In all fairness to the record
company producing this recording it should be brought out
that the score was originally
written to include these blasts
and published with these blasts
designated in the music.
In his letter to Nadejdo Von
Mock, October 22, 1380, Tchaikowsky states:
Has No Artistic Merit
"The Overture will be very

At its weekly Wednesday evening meeting, Stu-G discussed
some current problems with its
advisors, Dean of Women Hazel
M. Clark, Prof. Ilene E. Avery,
Dr. Sydney W. Jackman and
Dr. Walter A. Lawrance.
Stu-G looked into the possibility of keeping the Women's
Union open from 11:30 p.m. until 1 a. m. on Saturday nights
for girls with permissions.
Should Remain Quiet
Students are reminded not to
enter the Chapel on Wednesday
morning before the ten-minute
warning bell. As this is a religious service, silence should prevail once students are in the
building.
Freshmen women were urged
to read their assignments thoroughly the first time, so that they
can participate more in class
discussions.
Change Smoking Rule
As the skating rink behind
Parker is no longer a sunbathing area for girls, there should
be no smoking at football rallies held in this area.
showy and noisy, but it will
have no artistic merit because,
I wrote it without warmth and
love."
Tchaikowsky wrote the overture to celebrate an exhibition in
Moscow. He was commissioned
by Nicholas Rubenstein to write
this work for the festive occasion.
We must remember that this
overture was written to be
played out-of-doors at a very
spectacular event, not in a concert hall.
David Burnett '60

"In few academic subjects has knowledge of one or more forthere been such a change of eign languages on the part of the
technique and emphasis in re- average American was never
cent years as in the foreign lan- more apparent," emphasized the
guage course," noted Prof. Al- French professor.
fred J. Wright Jr., in a chapel War Causes Change
speech given Monday morning.
Following the war both a
In order to get a full picture change in objectives of study and
of the transformation that haS an improvement in mechanical
taken place, the associate pro- techniques were responsible for
fessor of French sketched the the increased popularity of modhistory of modern language in ern language study. "The ability
this country.
to speak and understand the
Longfellow Starts Trend
spoken tongue," declared Wright,
Until Henry Wadsworth Long- became the most important purfellow taught foreign literatures poses of courses.
in the original at Bowdoin, colNew mechanical devices, such
leges had not included modern as the tape recorder and longlanguage study as part of their playing record, became useful
curriculum. In the late part of tools in helping to achieve this
the 19th century German became expressed aim. The LP record is
the most popular
language, an excellent device for listening
"since a degree from a German to the native tongue, while the
university was most highly tape recorder makes it possible
prized," noted Wright.
for the person to correct his misBy 1898 other languages had takes by listening to his own
become quite popular so that a voice.
committee of 12 educators drew Discusses Status Of Languages
up a four-fold plan which emCommenting on the current
phasized the ability to read, un- status of languages in schools.
derstand, write and speak the Professor Wright stated that he
foreign tongue.
hoped the movement to teach
Attempts To Save Languages
youngsters a foreign language in
Naturally World War I dealt a the elementary schools will reblow to the teaching of German. sult "in the development of a
With America following an iso- continuous study through all the
lationist policy other languages grades."
also declined in popularity. An
In conclusion, the French proattempt to save languages was (lessor discussed the trend at
made by the Coleman program I Bates. He pointed out that, aiwhich emphasized the ability to though we are lacking recording
understand rather than speak the equipment, our small classes
foreign tongue. Its general effect make it possible to give atten[ was negative since people were tion to individual
problems
anxious to converse in the lan- which is not possible in the
guage they were learning.
larger universities, "where maWith the coming of World chines have to take the place of
War II "the need for a good instructors."
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Editorials
For Freshmen Only
Say, frosh, we want to "chat awhile" with you about some
things which concern you more than anyone else. You've been
here nearly a month now and are gradually becoming assimilated into Bates life and — traditions! You are already showing great spirit, both as a class and as individuals.
You are getting to know one another, without any embarrassment of not remembering names, and upperclassmen are
also beginning to know what face goes with which bib or
name tag. In short, you are no longer strangers but are rapidly
becoming an integral part of Bates.
Rules Are Important
Freshman Rules are under way, for better or for worse depending on your point of view. We think for the better. Your
cooperation in this phase of your orientation is very important. Hazing can be a great deal of fun for you as well as for
those tyrannical upperclassmen if you accept it as fun. It is
also an important part of your "liberal education." Don't forget, we who impose these rules on you went through similar
ordeals — and survived. Next year you'll be on the other side
of the fence!
Take not only the written rules but also the penalties for
violations as they are given, in a serious but friendly way. No
matter how horrible the situation may look to you, the enforcement officers' intentions are good, and those punishments are really funny in retrospect. Besides, hazing is traditional in any college!
Air Your Gripes
But you have some gripes? That is not unusual. In fact,
freshman discussions are planned to give you an opportunity
to let off a little steam, to discuss your problems, and to suggest ways to solve individual and class problems.
Furthermore proctors and housemothers are always willing
to lend a listening ear or a helping hand. Their advice often
proves invaluable. Legitimate complaints of a broader nature
can and should be aired at housemeetings or at the weekly
meetings of Stu-C or Stu-G.
Begin Class Projects
In the next two weeks you will be undertaking your first
projects as a class. The "Wreck Tech" rally Friday night is
giving you a chance to plan and carry out a college activity on
your own and to put your varied ideas to work.
Secondly, during Freshman Week the Lewiston - Auburn
Chamber of Commerce entertained you at a chicken barbecue
in the Armory. The freshman work project, a relatively new
and very constructive program, is designed to return the
courtesy.
It is your turn to help someone outside the confines of the
campus — someone who really needs help in some way. You
may spend the afternoon helping repair the roof or painting
the interior or exterior of a home somewhere in the community. You will find it an interesting variation from the
general college activities.
One Final Admonition
Finally, that first round of hour exams is looming up even
though "the year's scarcely started." Getting off on the right
foot is as important at college as it is in any job. This isn't
high school and exams are not quizzes!
The attitude that study is unnecessary will be found here
as well as anywhere else, but many of those who adopted that
attitude as freshmen are no longer with us. Keep those assignments up to date, study hard, get plenty of sleep — and good
luck!
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Smith Hall Finds Mrs. Judkins
Active, Friendly Housemother
By Robert Raphael
At almost any time during the
day or night, one or more frantic
males can be seen knocking on
the door of the basement apartment in Smith North. "Mrs. Judkins, I forgot my key; can I borrow the master key? I'll bring it
right back." Or: "Mrs. Judkins,
do you think you would have
time to mend my sweater? We're
having a cabin party tonight, and
I was hoping to use it."
Mrs. Dorothy Judkins, the new
housemother of Smith Hall, is
the center of all this hectic attention. How would one expect
her to react to the antics of about
one hundred and fifty yelling,
brawling, screaming, raving men
who are enough to drive a Hatter
to sanity?
Assumes Many Roles
"I love every minute of it. I
don't mind their coming to me
with these things; it makes me
think I belong."
"What is a housemother?" She
is a mother who provides a home
away from home; she is a psychiatrist who listens to the problems of various misdirected psychopaths; she is a hostess, providing coffee and donuts for
those interested; she is a seamstress, a tailor, a cobbler, and
sometimes a love counselor.
Teaches School
Mrs. Judkins is a native of
Stonington, a town on Deer Island near Bar Harbor, Maine. After being graduated from Gorham Teachers'
College, she
taught elementary school in
Stonington for ten years.
Following her stint as a school
teacher, she was a Civil Service
employee, working for the post
office. It was directly from this
post that she came to Bates.
Takes Active Part
While at Bates, she intends to
sit in on several classes and in
every way possible take an ac-

Seen back on campus: Dick
Teevan, Linda Bloch, Miriam
Hamm, Dick Wakely, Mary Jane
Rawlings, Lucy Thomas, Eleanor
Peck, Bob Lucas, Marcia Conrad,
Dick Johnson, Casey Parker
Grant.
Sophomores and juniors of
Smurd Hall: How's the water supply lasting now? Last
week one poor junior had to
go to another dorm to take a
shower. Please, freshmen be
a little more conservative.
How did that shaving cream
get on Rand field? We have ideas
as to how it got on the cars but
the field! Let's have an explanation.
Tennis matches are getting
to be quite the social affair.
Some of those couples sure
looked good!
What sophomore girl is having
a hard time sending a birthday
card to a sophomore boy? Has
he accepted it yet?
Boys, be prepared. Some
of these younger brothers
that visit campus can be
quite overpowering as three
Bates guys found out last
week.
Hi, "Dimples." That's quite a
name!
(Continued on page eight)

Smith housemother plans active curriculum
tive part in school activities. At
the same time, Mrs. Judkins is
taking a course in typing at Lewiston High School.
Her hobbies include sports like
basketball and tennis, music, and
reading. Mrs. Judkins claims she
is not the type to sit knitting her
way into retirement; she is very
active and wants to continue as
much as possible.
Collects Memories
After being here less than a
month, she classifies herself as a
veteran. Already, there has been
a constant stream leading to and
from her door. At times it resembles a clearance sale at Filene's
basement.
She has already started collecting a scrapbook of clippins on
school activities, "for retirement," she states.

The men in Smith are very
pleased with their new housemother. Collections have been
taken in all three Smiths for coffee-and-donut sessions to be
planned in the future.
Desires Visitors
Mrs. Judkins has fitted into
her new position with relative
ease. There will be no barriers
between her and the boys. She
expressed the hope that more
and more residents of the dorm
will come in to see her, be it to
mend a sweater, a broken romance, or just to talk.
As the word gets around, the
tourists in the Smith basement
will get worse and worse until it
turns into a stampede. At least
all indications seem to point to
it. We hope so. Welcome to
Bates, Mrs. Judkins.

Jazz Corner

California Jazzmen Start
Today's Cool Combo Beat
By Judie DeWitt
Looking over the jazz scene
today you would find that
American jazz has been somewhat localized, the centers being in the large cities: New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles and
New Orleans. The music of these
urban areas possesses characteristics, each differing in some
respects from the others.
To give a thumbnail sketch of
the major "schools" of jazz is the
aim of these articles.

quartet was the "most widely
heralded jazz organization to
emerge in more than a decade."
They performed at a spot in L.A.
i called the Haig, which, before
very long, became the focal point
of jazz.
In 1953, the self-taught Chet
Baker managed the unprecedented feat of rising from utter
obscurity to the position of "the
country's best jazz trumpet player"; this, by consensus of both
Downbeat and Metronome polls.

Find New Feature
Influence Spreads
During the forties, national inDave Brubeck's climb to the
terest in the jazz medium reach- unquestionable position of "the
ed a low point. The big bands most popular jazz artist since
had had their stand, and the hop- Benny Goodman" is equally phepers took a fade-out; the field be- nomenal. Brubeck's trio is a fine
came stagnant. Jazzmen were example of Modern West Coast
looking for something new — talent.
and they found it.
Credit Goes To West Coast
The first bud appeared in the
California jazzmen lifted their
fall of 1950 on the West Coast.
Modern Jazz made its debut with music out of the rut into which
men like Shorty Rogers, Shelly it had fallen. Their i nfluence
spread to other cities and jazz on
Manne and Dave Brubeck.
the whole started on the upNew Talent Appears
grade.
Small combos were the thing,
Credit for this goes to West
and style-wise their music pos- Coast jazzmen and enthusiasts;
sessed a "cool," sophisticated outstanding among the enthusibeat.
asts is Richard Bock, who sponLater, in the summer of 1952, sored Mulligan, Baker,
and
with the appearance of brilliant other jazz greats from the start.
new talent such as Gerry MulliIn further articles we will atgan and Chet Baker, Pacific tempt to put forth a clear picture
Jazz began to take hold and of the contemporary jazz scene
blossom forth.
in the,cities of New York, ChiThe
piano - less
Mulligan cago, and New Orleans.
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Inquiring Reporter

The Spirit Of Bates
By Peie Skelley
Boy, is that Batesy! Only that
•ould happen at dear old Bates.
\nd look at those ridiculous
reshmen with their beanies
nd bibs. What kind of a place
s this school anyway?
And here comes Sedgeweed
ip now, class of '61 with
is beanie cocked up like a wind
directional. "Hey, Sedge, come
over here a sec. Say, pal, what's
with the moon visor?"
"Oh, I have to wear this on account of Freshman Rules."
"Sure, that's right. I should
have known it was because of
some rules."
"What do you mean?"
"Well, you know darn well
that you wouldn't be wearing it
unless you had to."
"Yeh, and boy, will I be glad
when Freshman Rules are over.
I'll have a blast."
"Why?"
"No more beanies, big brothers, and all those stupid ideas of
not co-educating and freshman
rallies and work projects. Man,
I'll be free — sure will live it
up. Why, look at that kid over
there with the skirt and he's raking leaves. What a fool! And to
top that here comes Blondie in
his black skirt wheeling a baby
carriage. Batesy!"
"Well, that adds to the fun,
Sedge. This school would be dull
for you frosh without any rules.
Just imagine it Sedge, no frosh
rules at all, just one big mass of
800 heads."
"Now you're cooking. Ah, just
think of it. No more embarrass-

ing scenes or humiliating acts,
Say, look up there by Hathorn.
A frosh in his gym suit, making
a fool out of himself. Boy, I'd
sure hate to be in his sneakers.
Now, I ask you, what's the sense
of it?"
"Well, it was pretty funny — "
"And take football games. You
take 'em, 'cause the idea of freshmen carrying banners is just out
of it. It's foolish enough having
to cheer at football games without having to paint posters and
having the guys laugh at us."
"Oh, Sedge, you must be sick
in the head or something — "

By Troll
Editor's note: This is the first
in a series of articles by John
Campbell.
Bates College is similar to
many institutions across this
country. It is also unique in that
many people connected with it,
even some of its own students,
are singularly unaware of the
varied facets of life on and about
its campus.
The voice of troll's is a voice
of dissent, not dissent for its own
sake, but rather with the purpose of revealing some of these
more esoteric facets of life and
thought in hopes that we might
enlighten and perhaps amuse.

Fraternity Subject Draws
Comments From Campus
For some time the students of
the Bates campus have been discussing the prospect of having
fraternities at Bates.
This week the inquiring reporter interviewed a student
from each of the four classes and
received a unanimous negative
attitude toward the fraternity
idea.

small fraternities would break up
the division and spirit on the
boys' side of the campus in
Mayoralty.
The sophomore interviewed,
George Deuil- ..
let, feels that
one can definitely
meet
more people
without fraternities. The lack
of them is one
of the main
reasons why he came to Bates.
From his own standpoint, it is
much cheaper without them and
feels (as does Jane) that the campus is too small.

"Pud" Speaks
Ed Gilson, an active senior,
feels that the typical male who
goes to Bates
is not the fraternity type.
He is, in Ed's
words, a good
Joe ' who is
neither looking
for nor needs Create 111 Will
the fraternity
Judy Reid, though a freshman
type of social life. Ed thinks that and as yet not too familiar with
Bates men can always find the campus, thinks that compeenough to do without fraternities petition in r-.•■•. ■■.?:.■. .r^wm
on the campus.
Mayoralty
is
She
Jane Lysaght from the junior enough.
class added new light to the fra- also thinks
ternity subject. She felt that the that with the
smallness of Bates was a clear small campus
cut reason for not having fra- anyone
who
ternities.
was not in a
fraternity .
Hinder Spirit
Besides the size angle, Jane would be very much iett butj as
said the long opposed to a large campus where
tradition of not there might be a sizable indehaving
these pendent group.
organizat ions
It would seem from this crosswas a strong section view, that though Bates
point not in
their favor. students may speculate about
Further more i fraternities they are very well
Jane felt that satisfied without them.

"Speaking of being sick, I'm
Tastes Change
going to make it a point .to be
We are merely commenting;
pretty sick come Freshman Haze
Day. Man, I'm not even showing we do not wish to bring about
any reforms. Therefore, we are
myself to a janitor."
not to be taken too seriously,
"Sedge, it's gnome! Now, much less constructively (a far
Sedge, get smart for a sec. Think greater sin in some eyes).
of having none of these rules.
While cataloguing freshman
There wouldn't be any spirit at girls as livestock, we stumbled
the rallies or football games. No upon this fragment of truth: in
spirit as a class, or as an indi- their first year here, the girls
vidual. And furthermore, you have champagne tastes; when
wouldn't get to know your class- they graduate, they are beer
mates, if they didn't wear drinkers.
beanies. And most important,
Develops Philosophy
Sedge, old man, there wouldn't
This is progress, not deteriorabe any way of distinguishing the
ah — the uh girls in your tion, as this poor and humbled
class. And think of the fun peo- observer views it after last weekple get out of all the crazy stunts. end. Here we are, young and
Why, we upperclassmen just healthy with money and car, yet
stand back and have ourselves a repugnant to those with the
ball. And remember, Sedge, next champagne tastes. Nasty break,
year you'll be a sophomore like but better luck next time.
Our attitude in this and other
me, and — what's the matter,
Sedge, what did I say? Sedge! affairs is the result of our reQuit kicking me! Hey, Sedge, lay cently intellectually arrived at
philosophy: it really doesn't matoff!"
ter; does it? We have found this
useful in any situation where an
inexpensive tranquilizer is desirable (which is almost any situation). As missionaries of this
philosophy we intend to go out
and do battle with the heathen. Day by day, dear Lord, of thee
three things I pray:
Brunswick Beckons
To
see thee more clearly,
Bowdoin called last weekend,
Love
thee more dearly,
and as usual, there was a mass
Follow thee more nearly,
migration, leaving a decimated
Day by day.
campus. The people drinking
—Richard of Chichester
black coffee in the Hobby Shoppe
And
an
old priest said, Speak
on Sunday were plentiful as
to
us
of
Religion.
mute testimony to the Bowdoin
concept of celebration. Here's to
And he said:
England, St. George, and stale
Have I spoken this day of
beer! (Hangover cure.)
aught else? Is not religion all
Murphy's Tea Room still has deeds and all reflection, and that
an attraction for young men with which is neither deed nor reflecnothing better to do, especially tion, but a wonder and a surprise
since it has recently been re- ever springing in the soul, even
painted in pink. For those of you while the hands hew the loom?
with nothing better to do, but
Who can separate his faith
unhappily unaware of Murphy's, from his actions, or his belief
it is across from the railroad sta- from his occupations? Who can
NO- THE "D WRITER WAS NOT
tion, and around the corner from spread his hours before him, sayCECIL B. OEHILLE
the state store. What more can ing, "This for God and this for
you ask? Escape of all varieties myself; This for my soul, and
is within easy reach.
this other for my body?" All
So again we consider our sins your hours are wings that beat
BOSTON TEA STORE
and realize that our mothers through space from self to self.
should not see us as we are now.
Food Gifts and Snacks
He who wears his morality but
With that staggering thought we
as
his best garment were better
shall close, and until the spirits
249 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON
move us again, we shall retire naked. The wind and the sun
will tear no holes in his skin.
under the bridge . . .
And he who defines his conduct
by ethics imprisons his song-bird
See Our
in a cage.
The freest song comes not
BEAUTIFUL SILVER
through
bars and wires. And he
AND CHINA SELECTIONS
ITALIAN - AMERICAN RESTAURANT
to whom worshipping is a
The Place To Go For
window, to open but also to shut,

Outneocfc

STECKINO and SONS

'Baked Lasagne
Cutlets
Parmesan
and Homestyle Pizzas

has not yet visited the house of
his soul whose windows are
from dawn to dawn.
Your daily life is your temple
and your religion. Whenever you
enter into it take with you your
all. Take the plough and the
forge and the mallet and the lute,
the things you have fashioned in
necessity or for delight. For in
revery you cannot rise above
your achievements nor fall lower than your failures. And take
with you all men:
For in adoration you cannot
fly higher than their hopes nor
humble yourself lower than their
despair.
And if you would know God
be not therefore a solver of
riddles. Rather look about you
and you shall see Him playing
with your children. And look
into space; you shall see Him
walking in the cloud, outstretching His arms in the lightning
and descending in rain. Ydu shall
see Him smiling in flowers, then
rising and waving His hands in
trees.
— The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran (pp. 87-89)
"—three things I pray:
To see thee more clearly,
Love thee more dearly,
Follow thee more nearly,
Day by day.

ATTENTION, STUDENTS1

— MONIER'S TEXACO STATION —

— Dial 2-8651 —
49 MAIN ST.

Corner of Main and Russell Streets, offers these specials for you
(1)
LUBRICATION . . $1
(2) Oil and ALL other accessories 10% off

Look For The Sign With The Big 49
83 Lisbon Sreet

Lewislon

/
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Jumbos Display Powerful Attack;
'Bobcats Look For Rebound Saturday;
Worcester Tech Looks For Revenge
Hoping to rebound from the
40-6 shellacking suffered at the
hands of Coach Harry Arlanson's Tufts Jumbos, a comparatively healthy Bates eleven will
square off against the Engineers
from Worcester Tech at Garcelon Field next Saturday in what
could prove to be a very crucial
game.
Bates' fans of a year ago will
remember when the Bobcats,
winless in two starts, fought
back in the second half to defeat Worcester 26-12 and go on
to win all their remaining games.
Although Coach Bob Hatch's

crew has split its first two games,
an impressive victory Saturday
in the aftermath of last week's
misfortune would help considerably.
Engineers Rebuilding
Worcester coach Bob Protchard
is in the process of rebuilding
his squad after losing seven
men from his starting eleven of
last session. Despite this, the Engineers opened up their schedule
with a 19-6 triumph over New
Britam Teachers, before dropping a 7-3 decision to strong
Middlebury at Worcester last
weekend.

Halfback Don Ferrari, who
passed for one tally and ran for
another against the Garnet last
year, is the only returning back
of any note. Graduation has eliminated the quartet of Charlie
Johnston, Paul Kerrigan, Capt.
Don Lussier and Ron Stevens.

By Ed Gilson
Comments on last week's football game — yikes! Switching now to Bates' newest sport, we find soccer trying hard to
gain a foothold on the sports horizon for the third straight
year.
Have Big Tackles
Two years ago soccer came into being both in intercolleA pair of bruising tackles —
giate athletics and intramurals. The one big game in 1955
Stan Graveline and Stuart Staples — both of whom tip the
was won by Colby 4-3, a real hard fought contest, which saw
scales
at better than 230 pounds,
one of the Colby players carried off with a broken leg.
feature the Worcester forward
Last year the team was under the assumption from the
wall. Junior Frank Salek holds
athletic department that they would play some regular
down one of the flanker posigames including Bowdoin and Colby. Somewhere someone
tions, while center Roland Cormier is the only other returning
"flubbed the dub" and all the games fell through. This caused
starter
in the line. Last season
the soccer players much discern as they had given up valthe Worcester line averaged over
uable time for practice sessions for over a month.
200 pounds and can be counted
The soccer team comes back this year with a brighter fuon being as heavy this year also.
ture than in the past. Not only do they have games sched- Bowdoin fullback Walt Dur- Bowdoin halted a threatening The Engineers will be out to
ham crashed over from the two Trinity march to the Bowdoin
uled but they have a coach as well. Professor Joe Dowling yard
line, with less than three 15 when Hawkes intercepted a avenge last year's defeat — the
is the new soccer mentor, and he deserves a lot of credit for minutes to play to give the Polar pass in the end zone. Bowdoin I Bobcats will be seeking to regiving up his time to coach the newest member of the Gar- Bears a hard-fought, upset vic- took over the ball on their 20. gain the confidence of their supnet's sport family.
tory over Trinity in a 13-6 game
The Polar Bears broke the 6-6 porters among other items.
last Saturday afternoon at the
There are quite a few men at Bates who have shown a lot Brunswick campus.
deadlock in seven plays. Fullback Walt Durham slid off tacof promise as soccer players. This is by no means an easy
Polar Bear Line Strong
kle
for 6 yards. After a series of
sport. Stamina, speed, and guts are just as necessary as in Although
Bowdoin's
main off-tackle plays and laterals,
football.
weakness appeared to be defense Bowdoin ran the ball to the
The Bobcats with only a week's practice dropped their against end runs, Coach Dan I Trinity 20. Hawkes made a first
opener to Hebron Academy 2-0. With a few breaks it could Jesse's Trinity team couldn't down on the 2 and Durham drove
break through the stalwart Boweasily have gone the other way. Gorham State, victor over doin line. Occasionally a delayed over the line to score.
Hebron 4-1, and Colby, are two of the Garnet's toughest op- buck, lateral or off-tackle would Gosse missed the try for the
position this year.
gain Trinity's eleven some yard- point but Trinity was penalized
for off sides. On his second atIf the breaks come their way, the soccer team in the near age, but wide pitch-outs around tempt, Gosse booted the pigskin
end gave Trinity their greatest
future will be recognized by the athletic department as a yardage. Bowdoin showed am- through the uprights.
full fledged varsity outfit. The team certainly deserves it, ple pass defense by intercepting Interception Saves Game
and the interest on the part of the players and Coach Dowl- twice to end Trinity drives.
Trinity entered Bowdoin tering is a proven fact.
After the opening kickoff, ritory and for a while it looked

Bowdoin Upsets Trinity, 13-6;
Ends Nine-Game Losing Streak

#fc^5

"You mean
a gift to
my college
can result in a
Trinity marched to the Bowdoin as if Bowdoin would be forced to
to have halfback Ed make a goal-line stand. But cenWilliams Downs Colby; 6,Spenoonlyfumble
after a seven- yard tor Dick Michaelson intercepted [ larger income
gain off left tackle.
a last desperation pass on the I
w
22. Twenty seconds
Trinity
Holds
On
Maine Smashes Vermont Then Bowdoin fullback Walt Bowdoin
remained and the game ended | for my family?
More than 4,000 fans saw
Colby's best ball club in the past
five years give Williams a scare
before going down 26-19. Williams, one of the most powerful
units in New England, saw Colby
score in the first three plays of
the game.
Auriemma smashed off tackle
to score from the ten following
a 62 yard passptay from Mark
Brown to Pete Cavari. Brown
place-kicked the point for a 7-0
|lead. Moments later Segeman
picked up a blocked kick on the
Colby 25 and ran it home. Potter added the extra point to tie
the score. Fanning and Hedeman
added two Williams scores to
make it 19-7.

Roden Intercepts Pass
With fourth down and one
yard to go Roden caught Williams off guard in the third as he
raced 39 yards around left end
to score. Seconds later Roden,
fleetest carrier on the squad, intercepted a Williams pass and
raced 55 yards for the tying
score. Colby tried to rush the
extra point but failed.
In the last quarto' Williams
moved 72 yards for the winning
touchdown. Potter scored after a
Higgins to Fanning pass put the
ball on the one yard line.
Roden's
two
touchdowns
against Williams and his fine 35
yard score against Brandeis in

last week's game give him the
reputation of being one of the
most feared runners in Maine.
Colby's first two performances
this year rate them as the team
to beat in the state series.
Maine Belts Vermont
The University of Maine showed
unusual power in beating
smaller Vermont 49-0. Maine rebounded after its opening game
loss with a team victory in
which both the line and the backficld played errorless ball.
Dave Rand and Chuck Thibodeau both carried the ball well
in the first half running attack
with consistency through the
Vermont line. In the first quarter Rand scores twice from the
two and six yard lines. Thibodeau added the first of his three
placements to make it 13-0. Maine
substitutes had a chance to
prove themselves from this
point on as they continued to
dominate the play.
Bower, Stiles, Theriault, Bragg,
and McCarthy all added scores
to hammer Vermont in the dull
contest. Maine again looked very
powerful on the ground while the
passing attack was harmless.
Maine's line seemed to improve
as the game grew older and
will be mighty rough against
future opposition. This was
Maine's first win of the year
having dropped its opener to a
powerful Rhode Island team.

Durham shattered the Trinity
defenses for 31 yards. Stover
completed a pass to Hawkes for
18. After two off-tackle plays,
Bowdoin reached the Trinity 16
only to lose the ball on downs
on the Trinity seven.
Again in the second period the
Trinity ele-en took over on
downs but bowdoin scored in
three plays after Trinity quarterback Kenney gambled an end
run from Trinity's 47 on a fourth
down. Bowdoin's Bill McWilliams' place-kick missed the uprights by a yard.
Trinity came back to tie the
score in the third period. Richard Noble, Jr., whose father captained the great Trinity team of
1926, broke through the Bowdoin defense for 46 yards to the
goal line. LeClerc missed the
kick to leave the score 6-6.
Telephone 4-5558

with the
hands.

ball

in

Bowdoin's

Backs Hawkes, Stover, Waters,
Durham, and Gosse played tre-1
mendous games for Coach Adam
Walsh of Bowdoin. Ernie Bel-1
forti led the Bowdoin line, consisting of Ted Gibbons, Bob
Sargent,
Matt
Levine,
and
Michaelson.

Many a businessman is discovering these days—to his
pleasant surprise—that a gift
to his Alma Mater can bring
definite future tax advantages
to his wife and family.
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Wallop Injury-Riddled 'Cats, 40-6
By Norm Clarke
The Garcelon Field scoreboard registered a Jumbo touchdown close lo every five
minutes throughout the early portions of the game, as a highly-polished and extremely
powerful Tufts eleven ran up a sizeable lead in the first three periods and trounced a
Maine college for the second consecutive week.
*
Berzins then added the extra
The power-plus Jumbos from on the ground, the victors wasted point with a smash off right
By Brenda Whittaker
Medford, Mass. easily took their no time in backing up their rep- tackle.
Among the many teams at
second grid tilt in a row as they utation as one of the east's best
After holding the
Bobcats
jounced the undermanned, but small college grid outfits. After again, Tufts found itself with Bates, one of the most underscrappy Bobcats in a one-sided, receiving the opening kickoff, the ball on its own 25 at the end rated is the Bobcat's cheerleaders. Though seldom thought of
as such, they have many of the
.-a.;.:**:*:.-- *:;.;
attributes of the Bates athletic
teams.

Football Scene Given Pep,
Spirit By New Cheerleaders

This team, like all Bates athletic teams, is sponsored by the
Men's Physical Education Department. Its faculty advisor is
Dr. Lloyd H. Lux, director of
that department. This year,
through Dr. Lux and his department, the girls have been presented with new megaphones.
They are also soon receiving
much-needed new sweaters.
Have Eight Girls

Bobcat Fullback "Moose" Muello (30) gets set to crash Tufts line for a short gain in the first
half. Leading the play is Gu ard Al DeSantis (62).
40-6, game last Saturday afternoon. This obvious mismatch
was an aftermath of Bowdoin's
loss to this same powerhouse by
an identical score the preceding
week.
Rolling up a total of 377 yards

PECKS
LE WISTON

Central Maine's
largest and finest
department
store
*

for 77
years
outfitting
Bates
students

the blue and brown marched 80
yards in eleven plays to open
the scoring, with backs Paul
Abrahamian, Juris Berzins, and
Joe Crowley sharing the ballcarrying. The climax of the
drive was Crowley hitting over
center for the score from the
one-yard line. An end-sweep for
the point after was stopped by
John Makowsky and the score
stood 6-0, with 10 minutes and
13 seconds to go in the first
canto.
Following the kickoff, the Garnet offense couldn't get moving,
were forced to punt, and the
Jumbos took charge again on
their own fifteen.
Tufts 13, Bates 0
Crowley then hit the center for
one yard, followed by Abrahamian's two yard advance off
guard. With a third down and
seven on the eighteen, Crowley
sped around left end for a gain
of nine yards and Tufts' fifth
first down of the still young
game. On the next play halfback
Berzins swept right end and behind a wall of interference sped
the remaining 73 yards to make
it 12-0 with the clock reading
ive minutes to go in the period.

of the first quarter. On the first
play of the second canto, fullback Abrahamian skirted right
end for 39 yards, placing the ball
on the Bates 36.
Pass For Touchdown
In eight plays, with Crowley
and Berzins alternating carries,
the ball rested on the one-yard
stripe. On the next play, an attempted sweep of left end by
Berzins was foiled by Makowsky's beautiful defensive play,
which caught the ball-carrier
eight yards behind the line. With
the pigskin on the nine, the
Jumbos changed their tactics,
and quarterback Howie Ellis
looped a pass over the suprised
Bates defenders to his right end
Dick Fortin who was all alone
in the end zone. This play was
Tufts' first attempted pass and
their third tally of the tilt. Ellis then hit left end Joe Cahill
for the point after and it stood
20-0 at the 5:05 mark.
'Cats Threaten
The scrappy charges of coach
Bob Hatch then launched their
first threat of the afternoon. Following the kick-off, the stalwart
Tufts defense forced the Bobcats

Luiggi's Pizzeria
— Features —

*

Make Peck's
your
thrifty
shopping
habit

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
To Eat Here and to Take Out
Telephone 2-0701
Corner Horton and Sabattus Streets
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

Sooner or later each year, the
cheerleaders
find
themselves
appraising school spirit. Though
it is still a bit early in the year
for the girls to know how well
"School - Spirit - 1957-1958" will
bear up under the strain of alternative and opposing attitudes, they feel it is comparatively good this year. Of course,
they are never a self-satisfied
group and are ever hoping for
more spirit and support from all
the Bobcat family. The class of
'61 is looked to, by them, as a
source of increased vim and vigor
in spirit when they become more
familiar with cheers and songs.
But the time when the cheerleaders appreciate and need
school spirit the most is when the
Bobcats are having trouble, and
that seems to be the time that
spectators lose their tongues.

This year's team of eight
cheerleaders is composed of four
veterans and four newcomers to
Have Rigid Schedule
the Bates squad.
To return to their role as an
Pat Lysaght and Gail La- actual Bates team, we see first
rocque are the two senior mem- that they have a great deal of
bers of the group. Pat from Pine resemblance to other Bates teams
Point and a sociology major, is
in the time they spend in praccaptain of the cheerleaders. Gail,
ticing for games. A rigid schedule
from Fall River, Mass., is a biolof tryouts and general practice
ogy major. The two junior mem- goes on for a few weeks in the
bers of the group are Carol
spring. Then during football and
Heldman, a biology major from
basketball seasons an average of
Portland, and Phyllis Hogarth, a
four hours of practice a week is
psychology major from Need- necessary.
ham, Mass.
In the hours that they -WOTV
Four Sophomores
together, they become quite wellThe class of '60 has the largest acquainted with one another and
representation on the squad with some degree of intra-team spirit
four brand new cheerleaders. develops. They are the supreme
Sue Brown, majoring in speech examples of school spirit.
or English, and Lin Giraldi, maAs one of Bates' finest teams,
joring in biology, are from En- then, the cheerleaders deserve
glewood, N. J., and Dumont, N. the support we give, or know we
J., respectively. Dennie Robinson, should give, to the various atha Spanish major, hails from Es- letic teams. For in supporting
sex, Mass., while from Jenkin- one, we support the other, since
town. Pa., is Margie Keene, a the Bates College cheerleaders
sociology major.
are the team behind these teams.
to punt, but Abrahamian
fumbled and the loose pigskin
was finally hauled in by end
Jim Kirsch for a first down on
the fifteen.
Three plays then garnered
only three yards, and on fourth
down quarterback Tom Vail's
pass was intercepted in the end
zone for a touch back and Tufts
took over on their own twenty,
killing the first serious threat
launched by the 'Cats.
On the first play, Abrahamian
powered around right end for 25
yards, bringing the ball to the 45.
Seven plays later, sparked by the
carrying of reserve halfback
Chase Rand and Abrahamian,
the Jumbos were threatening
again as they were on the Garnet fourteen. The speedy Rand
then quickly covered the remaining distance on a sweep of
left end. The rush for the extra
point was stopped and the score
read 26-0 with 2:20 remaining
in the first half.
Throughout the first part of
the third quarter the Garnet defense began to check, somewhat,
the strong Jumbos and the battle settled down near mid-field.
Then with a first down on his
own 49, Ellis quickly passed to
Abrahamian in the right flank,
the play gaining 31 yards. However a clipping penalty nullified

the hard running fullback's action, and the ball was placed
back on the Tufts 46.
Score Fifth Time
It seems that the charges of
Harry Arlanson weren't to be
denied, for seven plays later Abrahamian took it over from the
back then kicked the point after, and with 5 minutes and 20
seconds left in the frame the
Bobcats were on the short end
of a 33-0 score.
In just over another minute
and one half, the powerful Jumbos had smashed over for their
sixth score of the afternoon.
Following the kick-off, Bates
was forced to punt, and the ball
was downed on the fifty. On the
very next play Ellis hit Fortin
again, this time on the thirty,
and the shifty end scampered
the remaining distance to match
the Bowdoin high of 40 points as
against Bates' scoreless effort.
Bates Scores
Early in the final frame the
losers obtained the ball after
holding the Jumbos for four
plays. With the pigskin on the
Bates 35, the Garnet started its
brief scoring drive.
On the first play freshman
halfback Noel Parker
swept
right end for nine yards, setting
(Continued on page eight)
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Seniors Compete For Awards To Do Graduate Study
Fulbrights Available For
International Grad Study
Competition for Fulbright and
Buenos Aires Convention scholarships for
graduate
study
abroad for 1958-59 will close
November 1, it has been announced by Kenneth Holland,
President of the Institute of International Education.
One academic year's maintenance, books, tuition, and transportation for pre-doctoral study
and research in Europe, Latin
America, and Asia are covered
by Fulbright Awards. The
Buenos Aires convention scholarships provide transportation
from the United States government and maintenance from the
host government.
Note Requirements
Requirements include United
States citizenship, a college degree or its equivalent by the
YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunl
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

time the award will be used,
knowledge of the language of
the country sufficient to carry
on the proposed study, and good
health. Preference will be given
those not more than 35 years of
age.
The Fulbright Act covers Australia, Austria, Belgium, Burma,
Chile,
Denmark,
Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, the Philippines, and the
United Kingdom. Few and mature candidates are preferred in
Burma, India, Japan, the Philippines, and Greece.
Obtain Information
Countries participating in the
Buenos Aires Convention Program are Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, the
Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicla, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, and
Venezuela.
Further
information
about
these awards and application
blanks are available in the Guidance and Placement Office.

T>en Ttaodttd
Dial 4-5241

tVY LEAGUE
SPORT & DRESS SHIRTS
also
NEW FALL SLACKS
10% Student Discount

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S-SHOP
136 Lisbon St.

Tel. 4-4141

(Continued from page four)
Description of a girls' gym
class: "The Amazons are at

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
Opp. Post Office

Tel. 2-6645

We specialise in
BIRTHDAY CAKES
and
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
For Parties
Delivery Upon Request
54 Ash Street

ApplicantsEnter
Competition For
Marshall Grants
American college students can
now apply for Marshall Scholarships to study in Great Britain.
Twelve scholarships are awarded each year, three to students
from the eastern seaboard.
Applicants must be under 28
years of age and possess a degree from an American university. Each award is worth $1540
per year plus transportation to
and from the United Kingdom.
Married men receive an extra
allowance.

Education Institute Opens
Mexican UniversityStudy
The Institute of International
Education announces that American students will have a chance
to study in Mexico during the
academic year beginning March
1, 1958 on the Mexican Government Scholarship Program.

philosophy, and archaeology.
These and other classes of
special interest will be held at
the National University.

Awards cover tuition plus
monthly expenses for maintenance. Travel to Mexico and
Preference in granting awards funds for incidental expenses
is given to graduate students. must be supplied by the grantee.
However, junior and senior year List Requirements
college students are eligible for
Eligibility requirements for
undergraduate scholarships.
these study fellowships are
Includes Several Classes
United States citizenship, knowlUndergraduate students will edge of Spanish, good academic
be particularly interested in record, and a good health record.
Committees Select Winners
The semi-finalists are selected classes in language, literature,
Further information and apby regional committees. From
plications may be obtained by
the list of semi-finalists the 12
writing to the Inter-American
winners are selected by a naDepartment, Institute of Educa(Continued from page seven)
tional committee headed by the
tion, 1 East 67th Street, New
British Ambassador.
the stage for the important pass York City.
Successful candidates will be play which followed. With the
chosen for their character as ball on the 44, Vail hit end Pete outstanding, especially that of
well as for their scholastic Jodaitis with a long pass to the Parker, Jack Flynn, Kirsch, Maright, good for 52 yards, to the kowsky, Vail, John Liljestrand
ability.
Tufts four.
and Jodaitis.
it again."
Following a pair of offside
Although the score may not
Boy! How about that Kick
penalties,
Vail's replacement, indicate it, the Garnet really
Line!
Bill Heidel hit Jodaitis with a looked like a ball club with
For sale: Three cultures
bullet pass in the end zone for plenty of hustle and determinaof Asiaslic ilu for contaminathe score. The attempted place tion. They were hopelessly outtion of your best enemies.
kick was blocked and the score manned, however, thus the final
See "pud."
stood at 40-6 at the three min- tally of 40-6. On the brighter
Snarls and growls still didn't
ute mark.
side of things, the 'Cats suffered
seem to faze the Tufts populaThe remaining time in the tilt no more really serious injuries,
tion Saturday. Just once more
went pretty much the same as although center George Dresser,
for effect!
the beginning minutes of the who played an outstanding dethird quarter, with both squads fensive game, was shaken up
checking each other near mid- several times. This onesided affield and neither being able to fair should serve even more to
launch a sustained scoring drive. prepare the squad for its upDuring this time the defensive coming games, especially its
play of many of the Bobcats was title defense in the State Series.

Tufts Game

Morris - Hayden
Laundry

Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents

LEWISTON SHOE CLINIC

WAYNE KANE
BILL HEIDEL

QUICK DEPENDABLE SERVICE
We're Ready To Serve Bales Students
25 Sabattus Street
Lewiston

An Open Letter To All Bates Students:
Recently I made the decision to close the "hobby shop" at ten-thirty instead of midnight, and on Saturday at seven
o'clock. Undoubtedly this action does inconvenience some persons. However, I would like to explain briefly why this
action was taken.
First of all, obtaining dependable interested employees for the late hours is almost impossible, because most persons do
not wish to work during those hours. And for those who might be able to do so there is no public means of transportation to
get them home. The buses stop running at ten-thirty, and taxi service makes transportation expensive for the employees.
And secondly the hours which we are cutting out have been the times which have not been profitable from a business
standpoint. And in today's business structure as you all know, the small business man must make every minute a financially
profitable one.
Last but not least is the fact that I want to have some free time with my children and wife. As it has been in the past, I
have sacrificed this desire to give that time to the business. I am happiest when I am with my family and the time has come
when they need me just as I need them. A father gets quite a shock when his children ask why he can't be home to play
with them as other Daddys do.
I hope that all will understand this situation, and realize that I have just as much interest in this shop as ever before.
And I will continue to do all that I can to help any student in any problem that he might have. Maybe the day will come
when conditions permit that we might again be able to maintain the old schedule.
Signed: MICHAEL R. BUCCIGROSS. Bates '41

